Hosting the C-SPAN Bus

The C-SPAN Bus travels the country to showcase C-SPAN’s extensive resources and promote public access to the political process. The 45-foot, interactive mobile classroom and production studio engages visitors by providing an inside look at C-SPAN’s educational resources, including more than 250,000 hours of archived video.

**What should you know about a visit by the C-SPAN Bus?**

- The best audiences for the Bus include students majoring in political science, journalism, communications, education and public policy; College Democrats and College Republicans; and student government members.
- Visitors to the Bus will learn about ways to use C-SPAN’s resources for research, class assignments and presentations; and how C-SPAN can help them stay informed about the federal government.
- Students can learn about C-SPAN’s internship program.
- Educators can arrange to bring the Bus crew into their journalism or political science classes to discuss C-SPAN’s resources.
- For our "Voices from the Road" video series, C-SPAN invites Bus visitors to share the issues they want 2020 presidential candidates to address.

_C-SPAN, the public affairs network providing Americans with unfiltered access to congressional proceedings, was created in 1979 as a public service by the cable television industry and is funded through fees paid by cable and satellite companies that provide C-SPAN programming._

**SHARE:**
Follow the Bus @cspanbus on Twitter and Instagram to see and share updates from events on the road.

**LEARN MORE:**
Find helpful resources, including a media release, photos of the Bus and official logos, on c-span.org/community.

**ENGAGE:**
Invite and connect with elected officials from all levels of government.